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THANK YOU!
for purchasing a Matthews E�ects pedal

Are you ready to embark on a sonic journey that will electrify your guitar playing? Look no further 
than "The Thief" One-Knob Fuzz, the ultimate weapon of tonal mayhem! Crafted to perfection by 
our team of audio alchemists, this compact pedal is here to revolutionize the way you experience 
fuzz.

Prepare to be captivated by the sheer power and versatility that this tiny wonder packs. With just a 
single knob, the Thief grants you access to a boundless universe of fuzzy goodness. Twist the dial, 
and watch as your guitar's tone morphs into a monstrous sonic beast, snarling with untamed grit 
and glorious sustain.

The magic of the Thief lies in its secret recipe—a meticulously designed circuit that marries vintage 
warmth with modern aggression. Whether you're after the classic '60s psychedelia, gritty '70s rock, 
or pushing the boundaries of contemporary sonic experimentation, this pedal has got you covered. 
The Thief delivers a dynamic palette of rich, saturated tones.

What truly sets the Thief apart is its intuitive simplicity. We believe that sometimes guitarists should 
focus on their artistry, not on complex settings. With a single knob, you can dial in the perfect 
amount of fuzz to suit your style. 

Crafted with utmost precision, the Thief boasts a rugged and road-worthy construction, ready to 
withstand the demands of the most rigorous touring schedules. Its compact design ensures it will 
�t seamlessly onto any pedalboard, preserving precious real estate for other tonal treasures.

Unleash your inner sonic sorcerer and let the Thief One-Knob Fuzz rede�ne your musical landscape. 
From smoky blues to face-melting ri�s, this pedal is your gateway to a universe of fuzz-�lled sonic 
possibilities. Get ready to ignite your playing with the power of a thousand ampli�ers—the Thief 
awaits, ready to unleash the fuzz-fueled fury within you!
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DC Jack: takes
an external DC 9v
50ma power draw. Input JackOutput Jack

BYPASS
The pedal will remember the last state it was in 
when power cycled. If you power it o� with the 

pedal turned on it will power up turned on. 


